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Real World Digital AudioPeachpit Press, 2005
No matter what part of the musical spectrum you come fromwhether you're playing in a band, composing, or DJingif you're using a computer (or wondering whether you should be), to get the results you want from your digital studio you'll need reliable information.   Real World Digital Audio is a...
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Game Audio Development with Unity 5.XPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Explore the basics of audio development in Unity to create spatial sound, mixing, effects, composition, adaptive audio and more.
	
		Leverage the Audio Mixer of Unity 5.x to create blockbuster sound and music for your game.
	
		Learn about developing professional audio for games with...
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Grammar to Go: How It Works and How To Use ItWadsworth Publishing, 2009


	Perhaps the most gratifying part of creating a third edition of Grammar to Go is

	knowing that so many instructors, both in the United States and abroad, have been

	using our pedagogy with great success. Most of the revisions made between the

	first edition and the second involved the reorganization of the text, especially the...
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Ableton Live 8 Power!: The Comprehensive GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	Ableton Live 8 Power! is the all-inclusive guide to making music with Ableton's revolutionary live performance and studio software, Live 8. Written for all Live users, from digital audio beginners to seasoned pros, this book explores each fundamental feature in Live. The book provides power-user tips and insider tricks for integrating...
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Nikon D5300 Digital Field GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Everything you need to know to take amazing photographs using your new DSLR


	The Nikon D5300 Digital Field Guide is filled with everything you need to know to take fantastic photos with your new Nikon. In full color, this portable guide covers all of the essential controls, features, and functions of the Nikon D5300,...
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SONAR 3 Power!Course Technology PTR, 2003
An excellent resource for musicians who want to begin creating, recording, and producing immediately using the newest version of SONAR. This book covers major features like editing and playing music, and it delves into lesser-known aspects such as audio mixing and automation, creating sheet music, composing with loops, DX (software synthesis)...
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Computer Architecture And OrganizationCRC Press, 1990
One does not undertake the task of composing a new textbook lightly. This one has taken more than a year to produce. Furthermore, it does not make the author rich. (It pays better working in a bar!) So why bother?

Having moved to a computer science department from an applied physics environment, I was somewhat shocked at just how little...
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Professional Visual Studio 2005Wrox Press, 2006
Visual Studio 2005 is an enormous product. Incorporating the latest advances in both Visual Basic® and C# as well as improvements and new features in the user interface, it can be daunting without the kind of guidance this book provides.
    

    In these pages you'll learn to harness every feature of this remarkable development...
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Software Development Rhythms: Harmonizing Agile Practices for SynergyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
In the deep dark night, lying down on Kande beach on the shores of Lake Malawi, we looked up into the cloudless sky. Countless tiny stars were blinking at us. A little tired, or perhaps just mesmerized by those distant, mysterious lights, we closed our eyes and began to hear more, the peaceful slap of water on the little beach, and the small,...
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The Art, Science, and Craft of Great Landscape PhotographyRocky Nook, 2015

	
		The Art, Science, and Craft of Great Landscape Photography teaches photographers how to convert their visual peak experiences-moments of extraordinary natural beauty that evoke a sense of wonder and awe-into stunning images that elicit the same awestruck emotion in their viewers. Randall is an experienced wilderness...
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The Mathematics of Coding TheoryPrentice Hall, 2003

	This book is intended to be accessible to undergraduate students with two
	years of typical mathematics experience, most likely meaning calculus with a little
	linear algebra and differential equations. Thus, specifically, there is no assumption
	oLa background inabstr&;t algebra or number theory, nor of probability, nor of
	linear...
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iPhoto 5: Missing ManualPogue Press, 2005
Our Missing Manual is hands-down the bestselling book on iPhoto. And now, updated to cover Apple's newest release, iPhoto 5: The Missing Manual comes fully loaded--and in full color--so you can exercise all the power, flexibility, and creativity of the stunning new iPhoto 5.
 			
 Some of iPhoto 5's fifty...
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